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An incident that occurred one Wednesday afternoon about three
weeks ago.

It is about 5:00 o'clock. Diana and I are standing at
the customer counter in a local tire dealership. I am
holding a relatively new tire that is now worthless. The
rim and a large nail have changed the value of the tire.

Just the day before, I utilized an entire lunch hour
trying to find a battery for this same car which now needs a
tire. Now, a few hours later, I am gripping the counter in
a tire store asking about their tire guarantee.

Wouldn't you know it, under the circumstances, the tire
was not covered. We had to purchase a new tire.

In frustration, I waited for them to fetch a new tire.
I sat there clenching my teeth together so tightly that
surely they have been damaged. Now I am probably going to
have to have them capped. Surely, I thought, God is out to
get me. I've sinned somewhere-sometime.

During all this, Diana has said very little. As I waited in emotional
torment, she ministered to me. She began to stroke the back of my
head. Almost immediately I began to feel better. A gentle touch from
someone who is close to us does bring comfort and healing.

But let me clarify what I mean by touching before I have your
minds wading out into deep water. I am talking about therapeutic
touching. According to Kathleen Keating in her book The Hug Therapy
Book, touching

...therapy is always nonsexual...Be sure that your hugs you
dispense are compassionate, not passionate. A caring,
comforting or playful hug or touch is different from a
lover's embrace.

This is the touching that Jesus dispensed as he ministered. Might we
reflect on what he did and some implications.

I. Reflection on the Passage
In this story, there are two main characters. Each are similar

to my introduction event in that one ministers to another who needed
to be ministered unto.

The one who needed healing, (the leper) Josephus tells us was
treated as if "he was, in effect, a dead man." Once a person was
diagnosed as having leprosy, he was banished from society. The writer
of Leviticus indicates that a leper "is unclean", and that "he shall
dwell alone in a habitation outside the camp." (Leviticus 13:46)

At the time of Jesus, a leper was forbidden to enter Jerusalem or
any walled town. William Barclay, in his comments on Matthew, said
that "If a leper so much as put his head into a house, that house
became unclean." Even in the middle ages, if a person contracted
leprosy, a priest would "read a burial service over him." (Page 296)








